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This is the second short story in the scorching THREE series! (It is the prequel to THREE.) Note that the
THREE series (including this story) is available at almost the same price as this one story in the THREE
HAPPY ENDINGS collection as a box set. (amzn.to/1pi4LQS)

What do you do when you can't stop craving your new husband's two gorgeous brothers?

After a whirlwind romance, newlyweds Drake and Marie return from their honeymoon to begin their life
together. Knowing how close Drake is to his two brothers, Marie expected to be nervous about meeting
them. What she didn't expect was the overwhelming desire they stirred in her. Whenever they are around,
Marie is left breathless with an all-consuming longing to be with all three men...at once.

Can she successfully suppress her fantasies of the three brothers making wild, luxuriant love to her, or will
she have to endanger her happy marriage by admitting her feelings to Drake?

Long-awaited Volume 2 of the steamy THREE series, this is actually the prequel to the original story.

Please note that this is a short story.

The Three series currently consists of:

THREE (amzn.to/1pi4LQS)
THREE MEN AND A BRIDE (amzn.to/1SRoUN9)
THREE SECRETS (amzn.to/1SRoZ3l)

THREE HAPPY ENDINGS collection (amzn.to/1pi4LQS)

~~~
Get a free erotic romance read by joining my Reader Group.
Just copy and paste into your browser ==> OpalCarew.com/ReaderGroup
~~~

Praise for Opal's books:

4.5 Stars!
"...there
are a lot of twists to this roller coaster ride of a story... Ascorcher of a read, I was unable to put this one
down."
Sensual Reads



4.5 Kisses!
"another
blazing hot romance not to be missed by Opal Carew. Once I started this book, I just couldn't put it down...
[her]story-writing talent shines through... one wild ride of a book that justwhets my appetite for more by
Opal Carew!"
Victoria, TwoLips Reviews

4.5 Blue Ribbons!
"ablazing hot romp... A fabulously fun and stupendously steamyread for a cold winter's night. This one's so
hot, you might need towear oven mitts while you're reading it!"
Romance Junkies

4 Cups!
"There is little chance of reading anything more stimulating than a book by Opal Carew."
Lototy, Coffee Time Romance & More

"Opal Carew is a genius at spinning the most [steamy] stories by tapping intoforbidden fantasies and visiting
emotions that bring the charactersliterally to their knees. A steamy-hot read! WOW!"
Mandy Burns, Fresh Fiction"

Be prepared for an all out sensual feast.... sizzling.... Step outside of the ordinary for
something adventuresome...."
Romance Reviews Today

Want to learn more about Opal?
Facebook         facebook.com/OpalCarewRomanceAuthor
Twitter              twitter.com/OpalCarew
Tumbler            opalcarew.tumblr.com/
Pinterest            pinterest.com/opalcarew/
Goodereads      bit.ly/OC_Goodreads
Website             opalcarew.com/
Blog                  bit.ly/OpalsBlog
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From reader reviews:

Kurt Gomez:

Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to learn everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or even goal; it means that guide
has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. These are reading
whatever they take because their hobby will be reading a book. Why not the person who don't like reading a
book? Sometime, individual feel need book if they found difficult problem or maybe exercise. Well,
probably you will want this Three Men and a Bride (an erotic Menage).

Gerald Patton:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students since they're still students or that for all people in
the world, the particular best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that issue above. Every
person has distinct personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be pushed someone or
something that they don't desire do that. You must know how great as well as important the book Three Men
and a Bride (an erotic Menage). All type of book are you able to see on many options. You can look for the
internet methods or other social media.

Nick Gulbranson:

As people who live in the modest era should be revise about what going on or facts even knowledge to make
them keep up with the era which is always change and move ahead. Some of you maybe can update
themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to a person is you don't
know what kind you should start with. This Three Men and a Bride (an erotic Menage) is our
recommendation to cause you to keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and
need in this era.

David Gaiter:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the concept Three Men and a
Bride (an erotic Menage) suitable to you? The particular book was written by renowned writer in this era.
The book untitled Three Men and a Bride (an erotic Menage)is the one of several books this everyone read
now. This particular book was inspired many men and women in the world. When you read this e-book you
will enter the new way of measuring that you ever know ahead of. The author explained their concept in the
simple way, thus all of people can easily to recognise the core of this guide. This book will give you a large
amount of information about this world now. To help you see the represented of the world in this particular
book.
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